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Condensation:   This manuscript covers the importance of nutrition in supporting a healthy 42 

pregnancy and the controversies, questions and research gaps regarding appropriate nutrient 43 

intake during pregnancy. 44 

Short title:  Nutrition in Pregnancy: Lifelong Consequences 45 

Keywords:  adolescent pregnancy; developmental origins of disease, fetal and neonatal 46 

nutrition; gestational diabetes; lactation; macronutrients; maternal nutrition; nutritional 47 

requirements; pregnancy; micronutrients; vitamin supplementation 48 

Abstract:  49 

The majority of women in the United States do not meet recommendations for healthful 50 

nutrition and weight before and during pregnancy.  Women and providers often ask what a 51 

healthy diet for a pregnant woman should look like. The message should be “eat better, not 52 

more.”  This can be achieved by basing diet on a variety of nutrient dense, whole foods, 53 

including fruits, vegetables, legumes, whole grains, healthy fats with omega-3 fatty acids 54 

including nuts and seeds, and fish, in place of poorer quality highly processed foods. Such a diet 55 

embodies nutritional density and is less likely to be accompanied by excessive energy intake 56 

compared to the standard American diet consisting of increased intakes of processed foods, 57 

fatty red meat, and sweetened foods and beverages. Women who report “prudent” or “health 58 

conscious” eating patterns before and/or during pregnancy may have fewer pregnancy 59 

complications and adverse child health outcomes.  Comprehensive nutritional supplementation 60 

(multiple micronutrients plus balanced protein energy) among women with inadequate 61 

nutrition has been associated with improved birth outcomes, including decreased rates of low 62 

birthweight. A diet that severely restricts any macronutrient class should be avoided, 63 
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specifically the ketogenic diet that lacks carbohydrates, the Paleo Diet due to dairy restriction, 64 

and any diet characterized by excess saturated fats. User-friendly tools to facilitate a quick 65 

evaluation of dietary patterns with clear guidance on how to address dietary inadequacies and 66 

embedded support from trained health care providers are urgently needed.  67 

Recent evidence has shown that although excessive gestational weight gain (GWG) predicts 68 

adverse perinatal outcomes among women with normal weight, the degree of pre-pregnancy 69 

obesity predicts adverse perinatal outcomes to a greater degree than GWG among women with 70 

obesity. Low body mass index and insufficient gestational weight gain are also associated with 71 

poor perinatal outcomes.  Observational data have shown that first trimester gain is the 72 

strongest predictor of adverse outcomes. Interventions beginning in early pregnancy or pre-73 

conception are needed to prevent downstream complications for mothers and their children.  74 

For neonates, human milk provides personalized nutrition and is associated with short- and 75 

long-term health benefits for infants and mothers.  Eating a healthy diet is a way for lactating 76 

mothers to support optimal health for themselves and their infants.   77 Jo
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Introduction:  78 

The reproductive period is a critical time for establishing risks of later life chronic 79 

disease in offspring.1 Nutrition plays a vital role during this developmental period and because 80 

it is a determinant of lifetime risk for disease, it is potentially a modifiable risk factor. Although 81 

the World Health Organization (WHO) provides guidelines for antenatal care,2 comprehensive 82 

guidelines detailing nutritional needs of women throughout reproduction from pre-conception 83 

through pregnancy and lactation are lacking.  84 

 The role of optimal nutrition for the continuum beginning at preconception, during 85 

pregnancy, at birth and beyond extending through childhood and adolescence has received too 86 

little attention from researchers, clinicians, and policy experts in the past, but has recently 87 

become a frequent topic of discussion, including a recent National Academies of Science, 88 

Engineering, and Medicine workshop.3 The need for additional well designed research on this 89 

topic became apparent in a recent series of systematic reviews from the U.S. Department of 90 

Agriculture (USDA): Nutrition Evidence Systematic Review, Pregnancy and Birth to 24 Months 91 

Project.4 Twenty-nine of the most important questions related to pregnancy and infant milk-92 

feeding practices were systematically reviewed, with the highlights related to nutrition during 93 

pregnancy presented in Figure 1. Each topic was summarized by a conclusion statement and 94 

was assigned a grade based on quality of evidence. For five conclusion statements, a grade was 95 

not assignable, and the remaining three pregnancy questions received a grade that reflected 96 

only limited available evidence.5,6 For the infant milk topics, four received a grade indicating 97 

moderate evidence, ten had limited evidence, and a grade was not assignable for 21 questions.7 98 
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The uncertain conclusions of the above mentioned systematic reviews underscore the need for 99 

more well-conceived studies to address specific questions regarding the role of nutrition in 100 

pregnancy.  However, the inadequate numbers of studies able to meet the strict criteria of the 101 

reviews do not negate the large number of robust studies on related topics from which the 102 

scientific community can glean benefit.  In this review, we have included such studies that give 103 

important insight on the many aspects of nutrition for women during their reproductive years.  104 

In the past, public policy guidelines did not include pregnant or lactating women or 105 

infants under age two.  Fortunately, the 2020-2025 Dietary Guidelines for the first time include 106 

recommendations for infants, toddlers, and pregnant women that will provide added benefit 107 

for health care professionals and the public.  The USDA released its final guideline document 108 

(USDA 2020-2025 Dietary Guidelines) in December 2020.  8 Although this report was not 109 

available at the time of the Nutrition in Pregnancy: Lifelong Impact conference in 2019 which 110 

was the motivation for this review, the findings and recommendations of this document are 111 

nevertheless consistent with the new USDA guidelines.9 Other reviews on this topic bring 112 

additional clarity to the issue.10  113 

The conclusions offered herein come from recommendations from assembled experts 114 

on 1) the health benefits of consuming nutritious food before, during, and following pregnancy, 115 

2) the value of promoting improved nutrition among pregnant women, and 3) the gaps in 116 

knowledge regarding nutrition during reproductive years that require urgent attention. While 117 

the meeting was largely focused on women in the United States, there were also important 118 

insights from global partners.   119 
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Points of agreement of authors:  120 

1. Comprehensive improvements in nutrition and health status of women prior to conception 121 

and during pregnancy will contribute to optimal fetal growth, favorable obstetrical 122 

outcomes, improved perinatal survival, and the potential for better long-term health in both 123 

mother and offspring.  124 

2. Poor maternal nutritional status is causally associated with abnormal fetal growth patterns 125 

including low birthweight (LBW – less than 2500g), small for gestational age (SGA) (<10% 126 

birthweight for gestational age)/fetal growth restriction (FGR), macrosomia (>4-4.5 kg), and 127 

large for gestational age (LGA) (>90% birthweight for gestational age), each of which is 128 

associated with increased risks for development of childhood and adult chronic diseases.  129 

3. The dietary patterns of pregnant adolescents are generally less healthy than those of 130 

pregnant adult women and are critically important during a time of continued maternal 131 

growth and development, indicating the need for enhancing diet quality among young 132 

pregnant mothers.  Many adolescent mothers face multifaceted socioeconomic and lifestyle 133 

difficulties that require professional and social support to aid in optimizing their diets, as 134 

well as other aspects of their health and social care, before, during and after their 135 

pregnancies.   136 

4. The consumption of a beneficial dietary pattern before and during pregnancy is associated 137 

with a reduced risk of disorders of pregnancy, including gestational diabetes mellitus 138 

(GDM), pre-term birth, obesity-related complications, and in some populations, 139 

preeclampsia and gestational hypertension. Nutrition therapy provides the foundation for 140 
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treatment of GDM and is especially important for pregnant women with obesity, who have 141 

undergone bariatric surgery, or who have pre-existing diabetes.  142 

5. A diet with balanced macronutrient intake provides the best chance for a healthy pregnancy 143 

and optimal perinatal outcomes. Nutritious diets are those that include ample quantities of 144 

vegetables, fruits, whole grains, nuts, legumes, fish, oils enriched in monounsaturated fat, 145 

and fiber, and are lower in fatty red meat and refined grains. Healthy diets also avoid simple 146 

sugars, processed foods, and trans- and saturated fats. 147 

6. A diet that consistently and substantially restricts any macronutrient should be avoided 148 

during pregnancy. Fad diets as promoted by the popular press are widespread and may be 149 

especially harmful during pregnancy due to resulting nutrient imbalance and consequent 150 

nutrient deficiencies or ketosis.  151 

7. Growing evidence indicates that maternal pre-pregnancy BMI impacts the influence of GWG 152 

on complications of pregnancy. While the optimal time to improve maternal body weight 153 

and nutrition-related lifestyle is well before conception occurs, GWG goals including a diet 154 

that limits non-nutritive, calorie dense foods may be more achievable intervention targets 155 

for some women than modifying weight before pregnancy. 156 

8. Human milk is uniquely suited to meet nutritional needs of normal infants born at term for 157 

the first four to six months of life, and its consumption during infancy is associated with 158 

lower chronic disease risks in later life. Human milk composition is influenced by maternal 159 

dietary intake during lactation as well as maternal adipose nutrient stores, which together 160 

influence maternal milk/nutrient production and composition. Among women with GDM, 161 
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there is evidence that exclusive breastfeeding for at least 6 months decreases the risk of 162 

Type 2 diabetes for the mother and is protective for the risk of childhood obesity in her 163 

offspring.  164 

9. The regular consumption of multi-vitamin and mineral supplements that contain optimal 165 

amounts of folic acid, among other micronutrients, is recommended for all reproductive-166 

age women to augment a balanced diet, starting at least 2-3 months before conception and 167 

continuing throughout pregnancy until the cessation of lactation or at least 4-6 weeks 168 

postpartum. Women who become pregnant after bariatric surgery need additional 169 

supplements and close monitoring before and during pregnancy.  170 

10. It is imperative that health care providers have the time, knowledge and means to discuss 171 

optimal nutrition and provide educational support to women of reproductive age in order 172 

to improve their health before, during and after pregnancy. 173 

A review of the scientific bases for points of agreement are explained below.  174 

1. Comprehensive improvements in nutrition and health status of women prior to 175 

conception and during pregnancy will contribute to optimal fetal growth, favorable 176 

obstetrical outcomes, improved perinatal survival, and the potential for better long-term 177 

health in both mother and offspring.  178 

Background and Current status:  179 

Recent national data suggest that many women in the United States do not meet 180 

recommendations for healthful weight and nutrition before and during pregnancy.  As of 2019, 181 
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29% of women met criteria for obesity prior to pregnancy, which increased by 11% from 2016. 182 

Overall, only 32% of US women gain weight within the recommended range during gestation, 183 

and the distributions of low or excessive weight gain vary accordingly by pre-pregnancy BMI.11 184 

In 2015, only half of US women surveyed met guidelines for physical activity and 29.7% 185 

reported taking a vitamin/folate supplement regularly before pregnancy.12 National data on 186 

food intake in US women before and during pregnancy women is limited, but several reports 187 

suggest that sub-standard quality diets are common.13-16 For example, between 2010-13, a 188 

cohort of 7500 nulliparous women from 8 large US medical centers recalled their usual diet 189 

within 3 months of conception and researchers assessed their diet quality using the Healthy 190 

Eating Index 2010.14 More than half of the women reported inadequate number of servings of 191 

the component food groups. The authors estimated that 39% of calories came from foods 192 

containing added sugars, solid fats and alcohol, and the mean Healthy Eating Index Score was 193 

only 63 out of 100 points.14 When the same index was estimated for 795 pregnant participants 194 

in the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), 2003 to 2012, the score 195 

was lower (poorer diet quality) at 50.7.13 In another recent analysis of pregnant women in 196 

NHANES, more than a third reported diets below the Estimated Average Requirement for key 197 

nutrients like vitamin D, E, iron, and magnesium, even with use of dietary supplements, while 198 

99.9% reported diets too high in sodium.16Social disadvantage plays a role in food behavior and 199 

researchers have identified characteristics of US women such as education level below a college 200 

degree and women of color who may be at highest risk for less healthy intakes13-15 or low levels 201 

of nutritional biomarkers.13,17 202 

Impact on Pregnancy Outcomes 203 
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Twentieth century researchers and clinicians considered the fetus to be “a perfect 204 

parasite”18 who could meet its nutritional requirements in all but extreme famine.19 This 205 

perspective encouraged pregnant women to restrict their diet and minimize GWG in the middle 206 

20th century.20 Low birthweight infants were assumed to be “skinny” but “relatively 207 

untroubled”.19 However, current evidence finds that maternal body size, dietary practices, and 208 

nutritional status before and during pregnancy are important factors for fetal health. Both 209 

inadequate and excessive nutrition, and weight prior to and during pregnancy, contribute to 210 

complications related to fertility (maternal and paternal), conception, development of the 211 

placenta, embryo, and fetus, fetal size and perinatal complications, resulting in suboptimal 212 

pregnancy consequences for mother and infant. 14,21-27 (Table 1). Animal models and human 213 

studies suggest that maternal nutrition and maternal pre-pregnancy metabolic condition 214 

regulate fetal-placental gene expression, organ structures, metabolism, and growth during 215 

critical periods of development, affecting offspring risk of cardiovascular, metabolic, 216 

respiratory, immunologic, neuropsychiatric and other chronic conditions starting during 217 

childhood development and into adulthood, with and without LBW.28-31 The intrauterine 218 

environment can establish poor trajectories of health that may be increased when nutrient 219 

restriction in utero is followed by postnatal nutrient excess.32,33  To illustrate, in Holland during 220 

World War II, where the population recovered from the Dutch Hunger Winter famine relatively 221 

quickly, exposure to the famine early in pregnancy was associated with higher risk of offspring 222 

obesity and cardiovascular disease in adulthood, whereas exposure to famine in the second half 223 

of pregnancy led more commonly to type 2 diabetes.32  224 

Opportunities for Positive Impact 225 
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Unfortunately, recognition of the importance of preconception nutrition, with the exception 226 

of micronutrients such as folate for prevention of neural tube defects, is limited among health 227 

care workers, policy makers, and the public. The WHO report of the commission on Ending 228 

Childhood Obesity recognized preconception and pregnancy care as one of 6 key areas of action 229 

and called for clear guidance and support for the promotion of good nutrition and dietary 230 

counseling in antenatal care.34 Although healthy eating and physical activity counseling for 231 

adequate weight gain is recommended, the availability of effective support during pregnancy is 232 

limited. Weight gain in pregnancy in low- and middle- income countries (LMIC) is not monitored 233 

routinely in some countries, and pre-pregnancy BMI is generally unknown.  In addition, 234 

culturally acceptable, affordable, nutritious food supplements are urgently needed in areas 235 

where the prevalence of maternal undernutrition and poor food quality is high.  Comprehensive 236 

improvements in nutrition and health status of women prior to conception and during 237 

pregnancy may have immediate effects on fetal growth, obstetric outcomes and perinatal 238 

survival. In a recently completed multi-country trial in which the effects of a comprehensive 239 

nutrition intervention initiated prior to conception was compared to the same intervention 240 

initiated late in the first trimester (vs. no intervention), birth outcomes, including birth length 241 

and weight, LBW, SGA, and stunting, were strongly impacted by the nutritional intervention, 242 

with the largest effects in the preconception arm.35 Nulliparity and preconception anemia were 243 

strong effect modifiers of the response to intervention with more modest effects by baseline 244 

BMI. 35,36 The WHO global guidance for antenatal care recommends several central nutritional 245 

and health interventions for a healthy pregnancy, including multiple micronutrient supplements 246 

containing iron-folic acid, calcium supplementation for prevention of preeclampsia in low 247 
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intake contexts, and balanced energy and protein supplementation for undernourished 248 

populations to reduce low birthweight.2  249 

For women with easy access to low-quality food and who are overweight or have obesity, 250 

evidence to support preconception nutrition is insufficient and mostly observational. Limited 251 

evidence suggests a specific benefit of a diet higher in vegetables, fruits, whole grains, nuts, 252 

legumes, and fish, and lower in red and processed meats before and during pregnancy, being 253 

associated with a reduced risk of hypertensive disorders of pregnancy and GDM.5   Overweight 254 

and obesity are a major public health problem affecting more than two-thirds of women of 255 

reproductive age. 37,38 Limited studies have shown improvement in maternal diet following 256 

preconception lifestyle interventions,39,40 but the field of published preconception prospective 257 

interventional trials remains severely lacking.41  258 

2. Poor and inappropriate maternal nutritional status is causally associated with abnormal 259 

fetal growth patterns including low birthweight (LBW – less than 2500g), small for 260 

gestational age (SGA) (<10% birthweight for gestational age)/fetal growth restriction 261 

(FGR), macrosomia (>4-4.5 kg), and large for gestational age (LGA) (>90% birthweight for 262 

gestational age), each of which is associated with increased risks for development of 263 

childhood and adult chronic diseases.  264 

Background and Status 265 

Examples of the powerful influence of maternal nutrition on fetal development are 266 

demonstrated by the pregnancy outcomes associated with neonates at the extremes of 267 

birthweight: 1) neonates below the 10th percentile in weight for gestational age at birth are 268 
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defined as SGA and 2) neonates born exceeding the 90th percentile in weight-for-age are 269 

defined as LGA. These birthweights represent, in part, the nutritional status of the mother 270 

before and during pregnancy but do not necessarily reflect infant body composition (lean and 271 

fat mass).42 One of the WHO’s global nutrition targets calls for a 30% reduction in LBW.43 A 272 

recent Lancet paper estimates 20.5 million infants will be born LBW globally; thus progress 273 

toward achieving the target has been slow.44  Maternal nutritional status including low and high 274 

pre-pregnancy BMI, inadequate weight gain, short stature, anemia and micronutrient 275 

deficiency are causally associated with LBW which may be a result of preterm birth, impaired 276 

fetal growth, or both.  277 

Impact of Maternal Nutrition on Pregnancy Outcomes 278 

During extremes of maternal undernutrition, the fetus develops chronic fetal growth 279 

restriction (FGR),45,46 a prime example of “survival at the expense of growth.” This phenotype 280 

includes decreased pancreatic growth, development, and insulin secretion; increased capacity 281 

for glucose uptake in peripheral tissues (such as skeletal muscle);47 reduced utilization of amino 282 

acids for protein synthesis and cell growth; and development of hepatic insulin resistance with 283 

increased glucose production in an ovine model that produced hypoxia in the fetus as well as 284 

reduced nutrient supply.48 We now know that the FGR phenotype, especially when followed by 285 

later life excess caloric intake, is a risk for development of obesity, insulin resistance, and 286 

diabetes later in life.49,50 Unfortunately, no strategies have emerged that improve growth and 287 

development of the FGR fetus once diagnosed in pregnancy. Previous attempts (maternal 288 

oxygen supplementation, bed rest, augmented nutrition, medications) either have not worked 289 

or caused harm.51 As a result, current management of FGR pregnancies involves fetal 290 
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surveillance and delivery of the fetus when adverse physiology becomes apparent, in hopes 291 

that the FGR neonate can be treated more effectively outside the uterus.52 While there is no 292 

direct nutritional strategy for treating FGR, recent studies in sheep reveal that uteroplacental 293 

gene therapy involving vascular endothelial growth factor safely increased fetal growth velocity 294 

and reduced the incidence of FGR.53 In addition, recent data indicate that nutritional support 295 

and exercise before pregnancy may be more efficacious in promoting healthy placentation and 296 

fetal growth than during pregnancy.54 The current postnatal strategy in which infant weight is a 297 

primary criterion for neonatal intensive care unit/hospital discharge may also contribute to 298 

excessively rapid catch-up growth, especially for body fat mass, as parents and providers are 299 

motivated to align newborn intake and nutrition to meet weight gain targets rather than 300 

maintaining normal fetal in utero growth trajectories.55,56  301 

At the other extreme, fetal overnutrition from maternal obesity, diabetes, and high fat and 302 

sugar intake may result in macrosomia/LGA.57 These conditions that present excess glucose and 303 

lipid supply to the fetus are increasingly common and associated with numerous complications. 304 

Fasting as well as pulsatile postprandial hyperglycemia promotes fetal insulin secretion, 305 

contributing to excess glycogen storage and fat accretion in the fetus, especially in pregnancies 306 

complicated by type 2 diabetes and GDM as well as type 1 diabetes, particularly when 307 

complicated by obesity.58 Although pregnancies complicated by diabetes are commonly 308 

associated with macrosomia and/or LGA, the majority of cases of these infants are born to 309 

mothers with obesity alone, which now affects up to 1 out of 3 women.37 Even greater fetal fat 310 

mass accumulation occurs with the combination of high maternal plasma glucose and lipid 311 

concentrations.58-60 Recent evidence suggests that maternal triglycerides, made available to the 312 
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fetus by placental lipases that hydrolyze the triglycerides to free fatty acids (FFA), are primary 313 

drivers of fetal fat mass growth in pregnancies with obesity and contribute to accelerated fat 314 

mass accumulation in the fetus.58,61,62 Fetuses have limited capacity for fatty acid oxidation63,64 315 

but can store fat. Excess fat mass accreted in utero might contribute to later obesity, but clearly 316 

postnatal fat mass accretion especially during the first one to two years of life can persist into 317 

later life leading to obesity in childhood. In a non-human primate model, a maternal Western 318 

style diet (WD) resulting in intermittently higher postprandial glucose and lipid exposure to the 319 

fetus resulted  in the three-year old offspring demonstrating higher glucose excursions. 320 

Furthermore, the juveniles’ pancreatic islets secreted more insulin, suggesting that these islets 321 

were primed before birth to hyper-secrete insulin.65 In contrast, extremely high and relatively 322 

constant glucose concentrations in the fetus actually can suppress insulin production and 323 

response to glucose stimulation.66 This, along with abnormal placentation and decreases in 324 

placental perfusion may explain why some women with long-standing type 1 diabetes 325 

complicated by vascular disease will have neonates who are SGA, but who are also at increased 326 

risk for later metabolic disease, especially when exposed to an obesogenic envirnoment.19,66 327 

There is increasing evidence that persistent, very high fetal glucose concentrations can 328 

inhibit fetal neuronal development, leading to reduced neuronal number, dendritic 329 

proliferation, and synapse formation, ultimately leading to reduced cognitive function in such 330 

offspring later in their lives.67 In humans, a recent study in adolescent offspring from women 331 

with type 1 diabetes showed that cognitive function was significantly diminished, with lower 332 

intelligence scores and greater learning difficulties in the offspring whose mothers had more 333 

severe hyperglycemia associated with their diabetes.68 Rates of congenital heart defects and 334 
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major malformations of the central nervous system derived from the neural tube, such as 335 

caudal regression syndrome, are also higher in offspring of mothers with both Type 1 and Type 336 

2 diabetes, and the risk period during organogenesis (<8 weeks) is often before women know 337 

they are pregnant.69  However, stillbirth risk near term is highest in mothers with Type 2 338 

diabetes, especially when associated with obesity,70,71 both conditions associated with excess 339 

maternal caloric intake and malnutrition.  340 

Maternal overnutrition also plays an important role in the early origins of childhood obesity, 341 

as well as inflammatory diseases such as Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD), the most 342 

common liver disease worldwide affecting 1 in 3 youth with obesity.72 A "multiple-hit" 343 

pathogenic model has been suggested to explain the progressive liver damage that occurs 344 

among children with NAFLD.73 Data in humans demonstrate that liver fat is 68% higher in 345 

neonates born to mothers with obesity and GDM, and is strongly correlated with maternal pre-346 

pregnancy BMI and perhaps, maternal triglycerides before subcutaneous fat stores are fully 347 

developed.74,75 Moreover, evidence from the national pediatric non-alcoholic steatohepatitis 348 

(NASH) network, shows that high or low birthweight, even when adjusting for childhood BMI, 349 

doubles the risk for advanced fibrosis in youth with biopsy confirmed NAFLD,76 suggesting that 350 

changes at birth may precede and possibly predict the rapid onset of NASH in at-risk youth for 351 

reasons that remain poorly understood. Without effective treatments, children with NASH are 352 

at risk of developing cirrhosis and liver-related mortality in early adulthood.    353 

Opportunities for Positive Impact:   354 
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All women of childbearing age should receive pre-conception counseling and guidelines on 355 

nutrition, physical activity, and optimal GWG, with particular attention to those with 356 

undernutrition or overnutrition, those with a pre-pregnancy BMI that indicates underweight, 357 

overweight, or obese status, those with medical complications including diabetes, prediabetes, 358 

insulin resistance, a history of GDM, chronic hypertension, and any chronic medical disease 359 

(cardiopulmonary, obstructive sleep apnea, rheumatologic, NAFLD, gastrointestinal, etc.).  360 

Medical management of any chronic condition should be optimized prior to pregnancy and 361 

women should be provided with options for effective contraception until the timing of 362 

pregnancy is optimal.           363 

3. The dietary patterns of pregnant adolescents are generally less healthy than those of 364 

pregnant adult women and are critically important during a time of continued growth and 365 

development, indicating the need for enhancing diet quality among young pregnant 366 

mothers.  Many adolescent mothers face multifaceted socioeconomic and lifestyle 367 

difficulties that require professional and social support to aid in optimizing their diets, as 368 

well as other aspects of their health and social care, before, during and after their 369 

pregnancies.   370 

Background and current status 371 

The physiology of pregnancy may differ in adolescents from that in adult pregnant women.  372 

Young maternal age (particularly <16 years) is a significant risk factor for stillbirth, preterm 373 

delivery, LBW, and neonatal mortality.77-81 The probability of these adverse outcomes is 374 

greatest when pregnancy coincides with continuing and/or incomplete growth of the 375 
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adolescent mother.82,83 Sheep paradigms involving nutritional management of weight and 376 

adiposity in young biologically immature adolescents have replicated this competition for 377 

nutrients between mother and offspring in the womb.84-86  Although poor nutrient reserves at 378 

conception do play a modest role, dietary manipulation of the maternal growth trajectory 379 

during pregnancy has the most profound impact on pregnancy outcomes. Overfeeding 380 

adolescent sheep to promote rapid maternal growth during pregnancy is particularly 381 

detrimental. It leads to abnormal placental growth/development, reduced uteroplacental 382 

blood-flow, and reduced fetal nutrient delivery.87 In the sheep model, these lead to high rates 383 

of premature delivery of LBW lambs and increased rates of intrauterine growth restriction 384 

(IUGR).88 In addition, initial lactation is impaired and neonatal morbidity is high. In contrast, 385 

when maternal growth after conception is prevented by under-feeding adolescent sheep, the 386 

progressive depletion of the mother’s nutrient reserves results in only a small reduction in 387 

birthweight independent of any change in placental size or length of gestation.85 Appropriate 388 

caloric intake maintains maternal adiposity throughout gestation, and this optimises feto-389 

placental growth and birth-outcomes. Maternal and placental endocrine systems are 390 

differentially altered in both over- and undernutrition with downstream effects on fetal 391 

endocrine systems, organ development and body composition.85 Approaches to reverse these 392 

effects in sheep have been explored: notably, improving nutrition during late-gestation in the 393 

undernourished model restores fetal nutrient supply, normalizes fetal adiposity and partially 394 

restores birthweight.84,89 Following delivery, growth-restricted lambs of both sexes born to 395 

over-fed adolescents and who are fed according to appetite have an altered metabolic and 396 
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body-composition phenotype which persists into adulthood90 whereas offspring of underfed 397 

adolescent sheep are largely unaffected.  398 

Impact on Pregnancy Outcomes 399 

This body of work using sheep models has public health implications for human adolescents 400 

living in both low and high-income countries. Adolescents have been found to consume higher 401 

levels of snack and processed foods, less fruit and vegetables, and take fewer nutritional 402 

supplements compared to adult women.91 Irrespective of geographical location, both nutrient 403 

reserves at conception and gestational dietary intake are likely to be powerful determinants of 404 

fetal growth in very young girls whose own growth is still ongoing or incomplete.92 Data from 405 

human pregnancies in adolescent mothers with respect to over- and under-nutrition remains 406 

limited.35,93  407 

Opportunities for Positive Impact 408 

In settings where women have chronically inadequate diets, intervening during pregnancy 409 

has shown limited benefit in perinatal outcomes.94,95 Intervention strategies among poorly 410 

nourished women are more effective if initiated months before conception.96 Adolescent 411 

nutrition has been neglected, particularly in LMIC.93 The Lancet Commission on Adolescent 412 

Health drew attention to both over- and undernutrition burden in this age group that 413 

comprises about 18% of the world’s population.97  As adolescent girls have not historically been 414 

prioritized in global research, there is a significant data gap regarding the burden of 415 

underweight and stunting within adolescent girls in LMIC and the knowledge of interventions 416 

needed to optimize this period of rapid growth and development.92,98  417 
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High-energy nutritional intakes that promote rapid maternal growth during pregnancy in 418 

adolescents may constrain placental development and function and are potentially more 419 

detrimental than restricted nutritional intakes that prevent maternal growth.99 In areas where 420 

early marriage soon after menarche is the norm, there is evidence that girls with a low BMI 421 

should be advised to gain weight and achieve a normal BMI before conception to decrease the 422 

risk of preterm birth and neonatal underweight.100 Thereafter dietary intakes should be 423 

sufficient to maintain maternal nutrient reserves throughout pregnancy. Where pregnancies 424 

are unplanned and food is readily available, biologically immature mothers and caregivers 425 

should be aware of the potential consequences of excessive GWG with respect to placental 426 

development.  Monitoring of placental size and uteroplacental blood flow may help identify 427 

those at risk of perinatal complications but is not yet of proven efficacy.   428 

4. The consumption of a beneficial dietary pattern before and during pregnancy is 429 

associated with a reduced risk of disorders of pregnancy, including GDM, pre-term birth, 430 

obesity related complications, and in some populations, preeclampsia and gestational 431 

hypertension. Nutrition therapy provides the foundation for treatment of GDM and is 432 

especially important for pregnant women with obesity, who have undergone bariatric 433 

surgery, or who have pre-existing diabetes.  434 

Gestational Diabetes 435 

Nutrition therapy is the foundation for treatment of GDM. Rooted in carbohydrate 436 

restriction, the rationale for this approach can be traced to the pre-insulin era, when 437 

restriction of carbohydrate to ≤10% of calories was among few interventions that could 438 
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prolong life in those with Type 1 diabetes.101,102 Pioneers in the field of diabetes in pregnancy 439 

recognized that in-utero environmental conditions that influence fetal growth are shaped by 440 

maternal nutrition.103 Moreover, contemporary evidence in the previous 2-3 decades has 441 

supported associations between fasting and postprandial glucose and infant birthweight, 442 

solidifying the need for control of maternal glucose to prevent fetal overgrowth in pregnancies 443 

affected by diabetes.104  With restriction of dietary carbohydrate comes the risk of increasing 444 

dietary fat intake due to replacement of carbohydrate with fat calories, particularly in 445 

obesogenic environments influenced by easy availability of processed foods and low-446 

carbohydrate fad diets promoted by the popular press.105 At the same time, mounting 447 

evidence supports that high saturated fat diets result in elevated free fatty acids, which inhibit 448 

insulin signaling and result in insulin resistance106 which may increase fetal exposure to excess 449 

nutrients.  Furthermore, fetal exposure to excess maternal lipids, especially triglycerides, is 450 

linked with fetal overgrowth and excess adiposity, both potent predictors of later childhood 451 

obesity and metabolic disorders.58,102,107 In 2005, the American Diabetes Association 452 

acknowledged the concern for excess fetal lipid exposure secondary to maternal diet, de-453 

emphasizing restriction of carbohydrate,108 and worldwide, there is no consensus on the 454 

optimal approach to treatment of GDM with nutrition therapy.109,110  455 

When a woman receives a diagnosis of GDM, regardless of the exact diagnostic criteria, 456 

nutrition therapy is the first line of treatment.111 There is high hope across the field that 457 

nutrition therapy alone in the absence of adjunct treatment with insulin or oral diabetes agents 458 

can effectively and economically treat the growing number of women with GDM.  Data that are 459 

more recent underscore metabolic similarities in patterns of glycemia and lipidemia between 460 
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diet-controlled GDM and maternal obesity without GDM.112,113 This highlights an opportunity to 461 

more thoughtfully target women with obesity outside of GDM for treatment with 462 

nutrition.  The importance of good nutrition for all pregnant women was also recently 463 

highlighted by data demonstrating strong associations between fasting and postprandial 464 

triglycerides and neonatal adiposity in both women with normal-weight and obesity (without 465 

GDM), further supporting a role for targeting these nutrition sensitive indicators.60  466 

Unfortunately, randomized controlled trials using diet and lifestyle changes, although resulting 467 

in slightly less GWG, have overall not been successful in preventing GDM.114  468 

Currently, evidence does not support one particular nutritional approach to treatment of 469 

GDM.  In fact, it was recently shown that, globally, advice for nutrition in GDM is mixed 470 

between carbohydrate restriction and more liberal carbohydrate intake, with focus instead on 471 

choosing low glycemic index foods, consumption of more complex carbohydrates, increasing 472 

dietary fiber and limiting consumption of saturated fats.115 The quality of the available evidence 473 

is poor, with high heterogeneity across studies, lack of control for confounding medications, 474 

poor reporting of GWG, and low dietary compliance.109,111 Very recently, a controlled trial in 475 

which women with GDM were randomized to a lower carbohydrate, higher fat (40% 476 

carbohydrate; 45% fat) diet versus a higher complex carbohydrate diet (60% carbohydrate, 25% 477 

fat) (both eucaloric and all meals provided for the duration of pregnancy) found no differences 478 

in birthweight, newborn adiposity by PeaPod, or cord C-peptide supporting that complex 479 

carbohydrate can be liberalized by 20% above conventional recommendations and similarly 480 

normalize fetal growth, expanding nutrition options in GDM.116  A recent meta-analysis across 481 

18 randomized-controlled trials (RCTs) and 8 diet patterns for nutrition in GDM demonstrated 482 
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that any modification which improves nutritional quality and intake following GDM diagnosis is 483 

effective in reducing fasting and postprandial glucose, and lowering infant birthweight.117   484 

Pregnancy after Bariatric-Metabolic Surgery  485 

Preconception weight loss for women with obesity holds great promise to improve 486 

maternal and fetal health but is difficult to achieve through lifestyle alone.  On the other hand, 487 

bariatric-metabolic surgery (currently the most common being Roux-en-Y gastric bypass and, 488 

recently, sleeve gastrectomy) can result in total weight loss averages that approach 25-30% 489 

with accompanying benefits in, and often resolution of, most obesity-related comorbidities, 490 

including GDM.118  Greater numbers of women with severe obesity are now undergoing 491 

bariatric-metabolic surgeries and subsequently are becoming pregnant.  Although meta-492 

analyses of study outcomes of this population of mothers have typically demonstrated 493 

favorable outcomes with regard to lower rates of hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (62% 494 

lower), GDM (80% lower), and fewer babies born LGA (69% fewer); they have also reported a 495 

slight increase in pre-term delivery (Odds Ratio [OR]: 1.35) and a higher likelihood of SGA (OR: 496 

2.16), especially when compared to women matched for pre-surgical BMI.119   The close timing 497 

of bariatric surgery with respect to subsequent pregnancies in addition to the type of surgery 498 

are likely important risk factors for SGA.  Because women are in an active weight loss phase 499 

during the first year after bariatric surgery, pregnancy should be avoided.120  Furthermore, 500 

micronutrient deficiencies such as iron, Vitamin D, and Vitamin B12 deficiencies are common in 501 

patients who have undergone bariatric surgery, especially with Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, and 502 

must be adequately resolved before and during pregnancy.  Less clear are the longer-term 503 
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ramifications of these post-surgical maternal weight, metabolic, and micronutrient changes on 504 

infant and childhood development as well as their risk for chronic diseases of adulthood (e.g., 505 

obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease), however the lower risk of GDM and LGA would 506 

appear to confer a benefit.    507 

Preeclampsia and Preterm Delivery  508 

The pathophysiology of preeclampsia is believed to be related to poor placentation 509 

accompanied by oxidative and endoplasmic reticulum stress in placental cells in addition to 510 

abnormal angiogenesis.121 These processes may be modifiable by nutrition, and hence a good 511 

deal of attention has been directed to the role of nutrition in preeclampsia.  Unfortunately, 512 

these concepts have not been well studied and in many cases, conclusions have been 513 

diametrically opposed (overnutrition122 vs. undernutrition,123 too much124 vs. too little125 514 

dietary salt. etc.)  Current information on diet has recently been thoroughly reviewed5 (see 515 

Figure 1) and the role of micronutrients in preeclampsia is a subject of increasing scrutiny.  Yet 516 

due to the challenges of studying the role of nutrition in the prevention of preeclampsia, their 517 

relationship remains largely unresolved. In four studies of nutrition before and during 518 

pregnancy to modify preeclampsia and gestational hypertension risk, limited data suggested a 519 

reduced risk with a diet higher in vegetables, fruits, whole grains, nuts, legumes, fish, and 520 

vegetable oils and lower in meat and refined grains. This information was from healthy 521 

Caucasian European women with access to medical care.5 Data were insufficient to estimate 522 

this relationship in minority women or women of low socioeconomic status. 523 
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Micronutrient studies have provided a few helpful insights regarding their role in the 524 

prevention of preeclampsia.  Calcium supplementation has been shown to be useful in settings 525 

with low calcium intake, leading to the conclusion that replacement, not supplementation, is 526 

relevant.126 Therapy with Vitamin C and E as administered in several large studies has not 527 

proven effective to prevent preeclampsia.127,128 Several other micronutrients including folic 528 

acid,129,130 Vitamin A and D,130 zinc,131 iodine,132 omega 3 fatty acids133 and arginine134 are 529 

supported by some by not all supplementation studies.  A meta-analysis restricted to LMIC 530 

reported a significant effect of omega-3 supplementation on preeclampsia (RR 0.40, 95% CI: 531 

0.21-0.77, I2 0%, six studies, N=1343), but there was no difference in severe preeclampsia, 532 

eclampsia, or gestational hypertension.133 There are also some intriguing possibilities that 533 

deserve further studies, including periconceptional vitamins,135-137 dietary nitrates,138 reduced 534 

sodium intake139 and antioxidants other than vitamins C and E, but thus far none have been of 535 

proven benefit.140    536 

Omega-3 supplementation reduced the risk of early preterm delivery at < 34 weeks (RR 537 

0.42, 95% CI 0.27-0.66, p=0.0002, 6 studies, n=4193) and any preterm birth (RR 0.83, 95% CI 538 

0.70-0,98, p=0.03, 9 studies, n=5980) according to a systematic review. The effect persisted on 539 

sensitivity analysis when restricted to women with spontaneous preterm birth (RR 0.44, 95% CI 540 

0.25-0.78, p=0.005). 141   541 

5. A diet with balanced macronutrient intake provides the best chance for a healthy 542 

pregnancy and optimal perinatal outcomes. Nutritious diets are those that include ample 543 

quantities of vegetables, fruits, whole grains, nuts, legumes, fish, oils enriched in 544 
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monounsaturated fats, and fiber, and are lower in fatty red meat and refined grains. 545 

Healthy diets also avoid simple sugars, processed foods, and trans- and saturated fats. 546 

Systematic reviews suggest that, compared to the standard American diet consisting of 547 

highly processed foods, fatty red meat, and sweetened foods and beverages, women who 548 

report “prudent” or “health conscious” patterns before and/or during pregnancy (seafood, 549 

poultry, whole grains, legumes, healthy fats, and fruits and vegetables), may have fewer 550 

pregnancy complications and adverse infant and child health outcomes.5,6,142-147 One study of 551 

couples who consumed a Mediterranean diet during IVF cycles found an increased probability of 552 

pregnancy (OR 1.4, 95%CI 1.0-1.9).148 However, large randomized controlled trials would add more 553 

specific recommendations, although it is clearly improper to randomize women to diets 554 

preconception and during pregnancy if one diet is viewed as less healthy. 555 

 As there continues to be significant misconceptions about the safety of seafood intake 556 

during pregnancy, leading some pregnant women to avoid seafood all together, it is important 557 

to emphasize the 2015-2020 Dietary Guidelines for Americans, supported by the US. Food and 558 

Drug Administration and the Environmental Protection Agency, which recommend that women 559 

who are pregnant or breastfeeding consume between 8 to 12 ounces of a variety of seafood 560 

per week from choices that are lower in mercury (see Figure 3).149 Low mercury fish choices 561 

include salmon, pollock, flounder, cod, tilapia, shrimp, oysters, clams, scallops and clams. Fish 562 

provide important nutrients including proteins, healthy omega-3 fats, iron, and vitamins B12 563 

and D, among others.    564 
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 Omega-3 free fatty acids can also be obtained through algae-based supplements, flax, 565 

hemp, and walnuts. Although seaweed is another source, iodine content can vary and may be 566 

excessive,150,151 and seaweed can contain environmental contaminants depending on where it 567 

is grown.152  568 

6. A diet that consistently and substantially restricts any macronutrient should be avoided 569 

during pregnancy. Fad diets as promoted by the popular press are widespread and may be 570 

especially harmful during pregnancy due to resulting micronutrient deficiency or ketosis.  571 

Significant imbalance of macronutrient intake may be associated with harm. As examples, 572 

pre-pregnancy carbohydrate restriction has been associated with higher odds for neural tube 573 

defects (aOR 1.30, 95% CI 1.02-1.67), although the data are limited by design.153  Further, 574 

restriction of dietary carbohydrates elevates the risk of increasing dietary fat intake to replace 575 

calories lost, and high levels of saturated fats increase free fatty acids and insulin 576 

resistance.105,116,154  Offspring of mothers on a low carbohydrate diet may be prone to gain 577 

weight in childhood, which may be epigenetically driven.155 Fetal exposure to excess lipids is 578 

linked to fetal overgrowth and excess adiposity, predictors of later childhood obesity and 579 

metabolic disorders.58-60 A ketogenic diet often minimizes carbohydrates and promotes the 580 

consumption of high protein, high fat foods that may be harmful;111 extremes of protein intake 581 

have been associated with low birthweight.156  Placental-fetal glucose demands are thought to 582 

approach 150 grams/day in later pregnancy, and recent data suggest that placental glucose 583 

consumption is higher than previously understood.157  Low carbohydrate diets promote 584 

increased lipolysis and may promote starvation ketosis in pregnancy with unknown 585 
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consequences to the fetus.105,107,111,112 The Paleo diet promotes consumption of excess 586 

saturated fats and restricts consumption of dairy-based foods, which may contribute to 587 

deficiencies in calcium and vitamin D, and the single published study of 76 women in pregnancy 588 

suggested possible improvements in glucose tolerance and anemia but was associated with 589 

lower birthweight.158  Maternal diet quality was recently shown to have some effect on infant 590 

adiposity at birth,159 but further studies and biomarkers are clearly needed to better 591 

characterize maternal diet quality and its effect on newborn body composition.    592 

7. Growing evidence indicates that maternal pre-pregnancy BMI impacts the influence of 593 

GWG on complications of pregnancy.  While the optimal time to improve maternal body 594 

weight and nutrition-related lifestyle is well before conception occurs, GWG may be a 595 

more achievable intervention target for some women than modifying weight before 596 

pregnancy. 597 

Gestational weight gain: a critical appraisal of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) guidelines  598 

In 2009 the US IOM released evidence-based recommendations for optimal weight gain 599 

across pregnancy according to maternal pre-pregnancy weight status that have been broadly 600 

adopted by both clinicians and researchers in the US and elsewhere.160 Recent evidence has 601 

shown that among women with obesity, the degree of pre-pregnancy obesity predicts adverse 602 

outcomes for a pregnancy to a greater degree than does GWG.161 This adds more urgency to 603 

targeting interventions to help women achieve the healthiest possible weight prior to and 604 

between conceptions.21 Nonetheless, there is also evidence that low weight gain, especially in 605 

underweight or normal weight women, or excessive gestational weight gain is associated with 606 
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adverse maternal and child outcomes.162,163 Opportunities offered during prenatal care for 607 

pregnant women may be a more feasible intervention compared to helping women optimize 608 

their weight pre-pregnancy.25  609 

 In the US, measurement of weight is routine at each prenatal care visit.  This practice 610 

however is not consistently found in all other countries,164 and even in the US, real-time patient 611 

feedback and counseling related to weight tracking is not routinely practiced.165 Clinicians 612 

continue to identify insufficient time and knowledge related to counseling best practices as 613 

barriers to improving weight-related tracking and counseling.166 Furthermore, in generating 614 

weight gain guidelines, the IOM committee did not have adequate evidence to identify specific 615 

advice by subclasses of obesity.  They therefore recommended at least 5 kg of weight gain for 616 

all women entering pregnancy with a BMI >30 kg/m2, regardless of obesity class.  617 

Epidemiological data published since then suggest that the ideal gestational weight gain varies 618 

by obesity class.  For obesity grade I (BMI 30-34.9 kg/m2) and II (BMI 35.0-39.9 kg/m2), studies 619 

suggest that maternal gains less than the lower limit of the IOM recommendation may not 620 

increase adverse outcomes and may, in fact, decrease LGA and GDM,161,163,167 while other 621 

studies indicate an increased risk of SGA and infant mortality with weight loss and very low 622 

weight gain.168-170 However, for women with obesity grade III (BMI ≥40.0 kg/m2), lower levels of 623 

gain, or even weight loss, may be optimal, but the current evidence is observational and based 624 

on weight alone, not maternal diet or lifestyle behaviors.168,170,171 625 

 Due to insufficient evidence at the time, the 2009 guidelines also did not provide 626 

evidence-based recommendations regarding diet or physical activity changes that would best 627 
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help women to achieve recommended gains. The recent evidence report and systematic review 628 

for the US Preventative Services Take Force (USPSTF) found that counseling and active 629 

behavioral interventions to limit GWG were associated with lower risk of GDM, macrosomia, 630 

LGA, and emergency cesarean delivery, as well as reduced GWG of -1.02 kg.172 This led the 631 

USPSTF to issue a new recommendation statement that clinicians offer pregnant persons 632 

effective behavioral counseling interventions aimed at promoting healthy weight gain and 633 

preventing excessive GWG in pregnancy (B recommendation).173   634 

As the IOM guidelines focused on high resource settings, low resource settings may need 635 

different standards to support women who are underweight and have low GWG. In LMICs, 636 

improved GWG (100g/wk) was associated with significantly improved birthweight and length, 637 

as was baseline pre-pregnancy BMI, early weight gain, and GWG from 12-32 weeks.174  638 

8. Human milk is uniquely suited to meet nutritional needs of normal infants born at term 639 

for the first four to six months of life, and its consumption during infancy is associated 640 

with lower chronic disease risks in later life. Human milk composition is influenced by 641 

maternal dietary intake during lactation as well as maternal adipose nutrient stores, 642 

which together determine maternal milk/nutrient production and composition. Among 643 

women with GDM, there is evidence that exclusive breastfeeding for at least 6 months 644 

decreases the risk of Type 2 diabetes for the mother and is protective for the risk of 645 

childhood obesity in her offspring.  646 

Human milk provides personalized nutrition and is associated with long-term health 647 

benefits for infants and mothers. 175,176 According to the 2012 American Academy of Pediatrics 648 
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policy statement, “Given the documented short- and long-term medical and 649 

neurodevelopmental advantages of breastfeeding, infant nutrition should be considered a 650 

public health issue and not only a lifestyle choice.”176 Milk composition is influenced by 651 

maternal dietary intake during lactation as well as maternal adipose nutrient stores, which 652 

together are then responsible for the nutrients available for milk biosynthesis, and ultimately 653 

maternal milk/nutrient production.177 In order to meet all infant nutritional needs, human milk 654 

is constantly changing, composition varies by infant age, between breasts, within a feed, 655 

throughout the day, over the course of lactation, among women, and among populations. In 656 

light of these significant variations, accurate assessment of milk composition remains a 657 

challenge for researchers. Evaluation of donor milk pools, assumed to come from women with 658 

adequate milk production to meet not only their infants’ nutritional needs but with sufficient 659 

quantity to nourish other infants as well, show significant variation in composition. Among 660 

donor pools from the first and third quartiles, milk demonstrated up to a 33% difference in fat 661 

content, 22% difference in protein, and 16% difference in energy content.178 Importantly, 662 

individual women show a greater difference in milk composition compared to variation by age 663 

of infant/length of time breastfeeding.178,179 664 

Regarding individual macronutrients, maternal diet does not have a major impact on milk 665 

protein content or the total amount of fat in human milk, but does affect the types of fatty 666 

acids present in breast milk.180,181 Maternal adipose stores remain an important source of 667 

nutrients for human milk, although women with greater fat mass do not produce more or 668 

higher fat milk.182 Different lipids are the most variable component of human milk. Lipid 669 

composition variability is inversely related to the degree of breast fullness and milk volume. In 670 
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addition to macronutrients and essential micronutrients, there is moderate evidence that 671 

flavors from the maternal diet during lactation are transferred into breast milk, and that infants 672 

are able to detect diet-transmitted flavors,183 which may impact future taste preferences. The 673 

ratio of Omega-6 versus Omega-3 fatty acids in human breast milks appeared to promote 674 

postnatal fat development and this relationship requires further study.184  Interestingly, human 675 

milk from women with obesity or Type 2 diabetes does not appear to expose the infant to a 676 

different macronutrient composition, but has been shown to have higher insulin levels and to 677 

influence the early infant microbiome population, but any effects on infant appetite or growth 678 

remain unclear.185,186  679 

 Women with GDM who breastfeed have decreased risk for developing type 2 diabetes 680 

mellitus (T2DM), with longer duration and increased intensity of breastfeeding associated with 681 

lower 2-year incidence of T2DM.187,188 Breastfeeding is also associated with a decreased 682 

maternal risk for metabolic syndrome,189 cardiovascular disease,190 and cancer.191 683 

Unfortunately, women with overweight/obesity commonly experience difficulties in lactation 684 

and are less likely to be able to meet exclusive breastfeeding goals,192 which suggests additional 685 

physiologic barriers.  686 

9. The regular consumption of multiple micronutrient supplements that contain optimal 687 

amounts of folic acid, among other micronutrients, is recommended for all reproductive-688 

age women to augment a balanced diet, starting at least 2-3 months before conception 689 

and continuing throughout pregnancy until the cessation of lactation or at least 4-6 weeks 690 

postpartum.  691 
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Evidence supports benefit of comprehensive nutritional supplementation (multiple 692 

micronutrients plus balanced protein energy) associated with improved birth outcomes of 693 

major public health interest (e.g. stunting, LBW, SGA).193  This is supported by the 2020 WHO 694 

recommendation stating “antenatal multiple micronutrient supplements that include iron and 695 

folic acid are recommended in the context of rigorous research”2 for pregnant women and 696 

adolescent girls.  Preconception folic acid is recommended for prevention of neural tube 697 

defects.194 Routine supplementation is adequate regardless of methylenetetrahydrofolate 698 

reductase geneotype.195 A recent Cochrane systematic review provides evidence that a daily, 699 

multiple micronutrient supplement containing iron-folic acid vs. iron-folic acid alone 700 

significantly reduces LBW and SGA in LMIC.196 Well-nourished women who consume an 701 

adequate diet may not require additional multi-vitamin supplementation, but in the absence of 702 

comprehensive evaluation by a dietitian, routine supplementation is encouraged in the US.197 703 

Subgroups that particularly warrant targeted interventions for improving nutrition include 704 

nulliparous women and those who are anemic. Anemia in non-pregnant women has recently 705 

increased in the US,198 and is estimated to impact 38% of women on a global basis; prevalence 706 

is much higher (> 50%) in certain regions, including south Asia and central and west Africa.199  707 

Anemia prior to pregnancy and in the first trimester has been associated with preterm delivery 708 

and LBW.200,201 Recently, a growing number of randomized controlled studies suggest that the 709 

supplementation of choline, especially in women with a history of alcohol use, may improve 710 

neurodevelopmental outcomes.202-205 These findings underscore the need for revising the 711 

current policy and recommendations for supplement use in pregnancy as an adjunct to the 712 

nutritious diet described previously, as supplements alone cannot substitute for a healthy diet. 713 
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10. It is imperative that health care providers have the time and means to provide 714 

educational support and to discuss optimal nutrition with women of reproductive age in 715 

order to improve their health. 716 

Transformative change is needed for addressing women and girls’ nutrition as they hold 717 

roles in their communities that make them drivers of development as individuals, and 718 

influencers of the health and well-being of their families. Optimal reproductive health can be 719 

achieved when maternal nutritional wellbeing exists. This occurs only when known nutrition 720 

interventions are integrally linked to health programs and delivered at scale. Global 721 

commitment and political will are needed for driving this agenda forward.  Conference experts 722 

emphasized the need for preventive health services for women, including nutrition advice over 723 

the entire reproductive cycle. They cite linkage of individual health behavior change and a 724 

supportive policy/health care environment.206   Thus, greater efforts supporting interventions 725 

that provide wholesome nutrition and total micronutrient support are needed. This support will 726 

ensure that more women who will become pregnant will experience robust placentation and 727 

embryogenesis, resulting in lower disease risks in their offspring because of optimal epigenetic 728 

regulation of organs.207 729 

 730 

Key Questions   731 

 Question 1: What are the unique nutritional requirements of a normal pregnant woman and 732 

what unique features of diets produce optimal health and growth of her fetus and infant?  733 
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The WHO defines good nutrition as “intake of food necessary for optimal growth, 734 

function and health.  Good nutrition is defined as a well-balanced diet that provides all essential 735 

nutrients in optimal amounts and proportions, whereas poor nutrition is defined as a diet that 736 

lacks nutrients (either from imbalance or overall insufficient food intake) or one in which some 737 

components are present in excess.”208 Additional features of a healthy diet include foods that 738 

are accessible, acceptable, affordable, safe, culturally appropriate, and comprised of primarily 739 

whole foods consumed in moderation. 740 

There is growing evidence that diet and nutritional status at preconception, starting as 741 

early as childhood and adolescence, appears to be equally or even more important26 than 742 

during pregnancy, due to growing evidence that nutrition affects fertility and the early 743 

development of the placenta and fetus, which occur well before a woman recognizes that she is 744 

pregnant.21 About half of US women of childbearing age consume unhealthy diets that are too 745 

high in processed ingredients, fat, sugar, and other refined carbohydrates and do not meet 746 

current nutritional recommendations.13,14,16  747 

While it is commonly said that pregnant women are “eating for two”, for most women, 748 

average energy requirements increase only modestly.209 In contrast, assuming that the 749 

preconceptional diet was adequate, prenatal needs for some micronutrients, for example folate 750 

and iron, increase by one third to one-half respectively.210 The WHO has declared iodine 751 

deficiency as the single most common cause of brain damage, after starvation, and mild iodine 752 

deficiency is still a public health concern in both developing countries and Western 753 

industrialized nations, especially Europe.211 Iodine requirements increase in pregnancy and in 754 
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nursing mothers to 250-300 ug per day (compared to 150 ug outside of pregnancy).  These 755 

requirements begin very early due to the fetal need to synthesize thyroid hormone, critical for 756 

early neurogenesis, proliferation migration, differentiation, neurite outgrowth/guidance, 757 

synaptogenesis, and myelination.  The fetal thyroid begins to concentrate iodine at 10-12 weeks 758 

gestation and begins making thyroid hormone with complete independence from maternal 759 

thyroid hormone production by 18 weeks.212,213 It has been demonstrated that mild-moderate 760 

iodine deficiency, which is common in pregnancy, is associated with a 10-point decrease in total 761 

intelligence quotient score and an increase in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in the 762 

offspring. 214  763 

Women and providers commonly ask what a healthy diet for a pregnant woman should 764 

look like and the message to US women should be “eat better, not more”.  This can be achieved 765 

by basing the diet on a variety of nutrient dense, whole foods, including fish, fruits, vegetables, 766 

omega 3 fatty acids and whole grains in place of poorer quality processed foods and beverages 767 

to enhance nutritional quality without excessive energy intake (Figure 2, Table 2) (USDA Dietary 768 

Guidelines).  Maternal requirements vary by individual characteristics, and in addition to 769 

considering dietary quality prior to pregnancy, factors such as maternal body size, age, 770 

gestational age, multiple gestation, activity level and medical conditions should be considered. 771 

The USDA provides interactive online tools for health professionals to tailor dietary 772 

recommendations for women before and during pregnancy as well as the MyPlate interactive 773 

tool that women can use to plan their diets (https://www.choosemyplate.gov/browse-by-774 

audience/view-all-audiences/adults/moms-pregnancy-breastfeeding).  Table 3 offers the 775 
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primary features of a healthy diet for discussing a healthy diet with patients and table 4 776 

includes questions as conversation starters for health care providers when talking to patients. 777 

 (USDA MyPlate).   778 

Question 2: What is the optimal balance of macronutrients during pregnancy and lactation to 779 

support and maintain appropriate nutrient supply to the infant through lactation? 780 

Diet planning is especially important for women planning to conceive, throughout 781 

pregnancy, and during lactation. Dietary patterns are an evolving area of research that involves 782 

the entirety of the diet rather than focusing on individual nutrients or foods. There is limited 783 

but consistent evidence primarily in healthy White women with access to healthcare that 784 

dietary patterns before and during pregnancy higher in vegetables, fruits, whole grains, nuts, 785 

legumes, fish, and vegetable oils, and lower in meat and refined grains are associated with a 786 

reduced risk of disorders of pregnancy, including pre-eclampsia, gestational hypertension, 787 

GDM, and pre-term birth.4-6 Conclusions about the association between dietary patterns during 788 

pregnancy and birthweight outcomes is less consistent and restricted by inadequate 789 

adjustment of birthweight for gestational age and sex variation in study design, lack of 790 

measures of infant body composition, dietary assessment methodology relying on recall rather 791 

than robust biomarkers of nutritional intake, and adjustment of key confounding 792 

factors.6  However, in a recent cohort of 354 fully breastfeeding mother-infant dyads, in utero 793 

exposure to a higher quality maternal diet, based on the Healthy Eating Index-2015,215 was 794 

inversely associated with percent of infant fat mass.216 Avoidance of simple sugars, processed 795 

foods, trans- and saturated fats, and limiting red and processed meats is recommended. A diet 796 
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that severely restricts any food group should be avoided, specifically the ketogenic diet that 797 

lacks carbohydrates, the Paleo Diet due to dairy restriction (promoting deficiencies in calcium 798 

and vitamin D), and any diet containing excess saturated fats.  Foods with a high saturated fat 799 

content containing high omega 6 vs. omega 3 fatty acids constitute a pro-inflammatory diet, 800 

with some evidence of impact on obesity in the offspring and increased postnatal adipose 801 

tissue development.184,217    802 

Literature on the effects of nutrition of lactating women on their infants’ later health is 803 

scarce. Eating a healthy diet is a way for lactating mothers to support their health and the 804 

health of their infants during lactation. The quality of a mother’s diet, particularly dietary fats 805 

including saturated vs. unsaturated fat, is an important way for mothers to ensure a healthy 806 

start for infant growth and development.     807 

What is the best way to ensure that the embryo and fetus have adequate micronutrients over 808 

the course of gestation?   809 

A balanced diet that includes fish twice a week for DHA, and whole grains for folate, vitamin 810 

B12, iron and choline is recommended as is supplementation of iodine by 150ug to ensure that 811 

pregnant women have a total intake of 250 ug/day.212 For women with dietary restrictions, 812 

consultation with a nutritionist is recommended.  A daily multi-vitamin that contains optimal 813 

amounts of folic acid and iron is recommended for women who are planning to become 814 

pregnant.   Because only a small percentage of women will eat a complete diet that includes all 815 

required nutrients, appropriate dietary supplementation with optimal levels of iron and folic 816 
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acid, as well as other micronutrients, is recommended. A dietitian may recommend other 817 

supplementation regimens for women at risk for insufficiency of specific micronutrients.  818 

Question #3: Should all pregnant women receive dietary assessment and personalized advice?  If 819 

so, how can we educate a professional workforce to provide such advice?  820 

The relevance and practicality of routine nutritional assessment for all pregnant women has 821 

been the focus of debate among health care professionals, researchers and policy makers. The 822 

reluctance in providing universal nutritional assessment is partly due to resource and cost 823 

implications, but is in part due to the lack of robust evidence of effectiveness4 or ambiguity 824 

about the acceptability of current nutritional assessment techniques among pregnant mothers 825 

and their care providers.218  826 

However, in addition to the widely recognized critical role of nutritional health during gestation, 827 

pregnancy is seen as an opportune period to influence not only women's but also their families' 828 

lifestyle for healthier outcomes.219 It is therefore important to assess pregnant women's 829 

nutritional status before or early in pregnancy in order to provide optimized care for mothers 830 

and their families.  831 

Nutritional assessment during pregnancy 832 

Nutritional assessments are carried out in various ways including anthropometric 833 

measurements, dietary intake evaluations, and assessment of blood biomarkers. Each of these 834 

approaches provides specific information on certain aspects of nutritional status and all have 835 

their limitations and advantages. Biochemical markers are direct ways of assessing adequacy of 836 

maternal nutrients and minerals. Although some biomarkers such as plasma hemoglobin levels 837 
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are commonly screened as an indication of anemia, these tests are not routinely performed for 838 

all nutrients and minerals due to not being universally cost-effective or practical in most 839 

settings. Ferritin can be used to screen for iron deficiency, although the recommended cutoff 840 

for supplementation varies.220 Furthermore, the assessment of dietary fatty acid ingestion 841 

reflected by mass spectrometry red blood cell (RBC) fatty acid (FA) analyses, which reflect 24 842 

fatty acid species and polyunsaturated essential omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acid intake, are 843 

not usually performed in most studies although the analysis can now be done on a single blood 844 

spot and cost has become reasonable.221-223 Assessing mothers' dietary intakes are also 845 

challenging requiring considerable amount of additional time, resource, knowledge and skills 846 

for practitioners. In addition to these challenges, most health care professionals who care for 847 

women during pregnancy are ill prepared to analyze dietary intake information and to provide 848 

appropriate advice and support to women when dietary inadequacies are identified.224 Until 849 

there are user-friendly tools to facilitate a quick evaluation of dietary patterns with clear 850 

guidance on how to address dietary inadequacies and embedded support from trained health 851 

care providers, it is unlikely that nutritional assessments will become routine in clinical practice. 852 

The most commonly used method of anthropometrics includes measuring weight and height at 853 

the first antenatal (booking) visit to calculate maternal body mass index (BMI) as an indicator of 854 

nutritional status. However, in some countries, follow-up weight assessments are not 855 

recommended or practiced, citing a lack of evidence on benefits of routine weighing during 856 

pregnancy, a lack of time or equipment, and concerns about anxiety that it may cause for 857 

mothers.164  In a thematic analysis of 400 posts made in a UK-based parenting internet forums 858 

in the week following the publication of the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 859 
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(NICE) guidance on weight management in pregnancy in July 2010,225 concerns were expressed 860 

by women about feeling patronized if just being told about the risks of obesity and excessive 861 

gestational weight gain without clear guidance and support to manage it effectively.226 The 862 

value of routine weight measurements during pregnancy without sensitive and helpful follow-863 

up is thus a matter of debate by many health care professionals and investigators.227,228 864 

Changes in the policies of governmental and professional organizations to improve nutritional 865 

health of women before, during and after pregnancy 866 

The importance of maternal nutrition in relation to pregnancy health and intrauterine fetal 867 

growth and beyond is widely recognized. There is, however, a great deal of variation in policies 868 

and practices within and between countries concerning nutritional assessment and related care 869 

of women during the perinatal period.   Numerous initiatives and organizations across the globe 870 

have attempted to address the growing nutritional challenges among maternity populations 871 

including National Academy of Medicine (formerly Institute of Medicine),160 National Institute 872 

for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)225, and Think Nutrition first.26 There are also initiatives 873 

such as those in the UK "Every contact counts" with the aim of promoting healthy lifestyle at 874 

every opportunity in which patients/mothers attend clinics or visit health care providers.229 875 

There are, however, stark inconsistencies in recommendations and practices that are 876 

counterproductive in achieving optimum lifestyle and nutritional health during the reproductive 877 

period.  A lack of sufficient evidence in clinically meaningful and/or locally sensitive and 878 

effective gestational weight management4 approaches has been cited as a main reason for 879 

variation in current nutritional assessment and relevant care and management. Providing 880 

nutritional education and introducing interventions before pregnancy particularly from 881 
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adolescent stages230,231 through pregnancy and using digital sources for wider engagements are 882 

suggested.232 883 

There is an urgent need for further research in providing culturally sensitive and effective 884 

interventions in promoting healthy lifestyle and reliable nutritional assessment over the 885 

perinatal period. 886 

  887 

Question #4: How should we address the nutritional needs for special populations of women 888 

including those regularly consuming too many or too few calories or inadequate nutrients?  889 

Special populations of women and pregnant women with unique nutritional needs have 890 

been identified to include adolescent girls, women with GDM, pregestational diabetes, 891 

overweight/obesity (particularly severe obesity), preeclampsia, and those women who are 892 

underweight. It is strongly recommended to develop strategies for targeting these special 893 

populations by individual groups to address the uniqueness of each condition.  894 

Major research Gaps and Recommendations for Future Directions 895 

The huge body of animal work, human observational studies, and a growing number of 896 

experimental trials aimed at understanding how maternal nutrition matters are exciting, but 897 

there are many challenges in conducting research in the field of nutrition among pregnant 898 

women.  We are still in the early stages of accruing the kind of causal, consistent, nuanced data, 899 

preferentially based on more robust dietary biomarkers that are needed to confidently create 900 

interventions and policy.28-30,233 Animal studies provide mechanistic explanations for the 901 

developmental features of imparting disease risk and associated epigenetic changes, but animal 902 
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findings require demonstration in humans before they are applied clinically. This is particularly 903 

the case in adolescent pregnancies in which the human data are limited. Observational 904 

epidemiological studies with retrospective designs, such famine cohort studies and 905 

prospectively collected cohorts, have contributed tantalizing evidence supporting the animal 906 

work, but at best, they demonstrate correlative relationships because nutritional exposures 907 

often track with other social and environmental exposures. Diet is difficult to measure 908 

accurately, and the essential window of nutritional exposure may not be known or may vary by 909 

outcome studied.  Even for well-designed prospective cohort studies, nutritional measures may 910 

begin after the critical window of exposure or may be limited to a single point in time, 911 

confounded by subjective measures of dietary recall, which does not reliably capture the full 912 

extent of a woman’s intake or body weight. Maternal and child outcomes are multifactorial, 913 

making it difficult to identify the role of a particular exposure or the modifying effect of other 914 

exposures.  Observational studies can be strengthened by new methods of analysis including 915 

use of sibling analyses that allow better control for shared genetics and environments.  These 916 

approaches can better control for confounding, but still do not rise to the level of establishing 917 

clear causality.233 Randomized controlled trials do allow for causal inference, but are often 918 

insufficient because the timing of the intervention that is feasible, such as the beginning of the 919 

second trimester, may miss the essential critical window of susceptibility.  Moreover, studies 920 

are only able to focus on specific exposures during a limited time frame and are unable to 921 

control for subsequent exposures.  At present, it is not possible to conduct experimental 922 

studies that allow sufficient time to follow participants over their lifetimes, nor to randomize 923 

women of childbearing age to what are perceived to be less healthy diets. It is equally difficult 924 
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to demonstrate the chain of events from a maternal intervention (such as reducing excessive 925 

GWG) through the child’s life course (assessing metabolic markers) to the ultimate outcome of 926 

obesity or chronic disease development during childhood, adolescence and adulthood given the 927 

innumerable and heterogeneous developmental exposures during the life course.  928 

Multigenerational studies should be established to ensure that such information is available for 929 

the next generation.  930 

Future studies will bring new information on the roles of newly recognized areas of 931 

medicine, like the microbiome and diet, to the health of human offspring.  The maternal 932 

microbiome is recognized as a key determinant of a range of important maternal and child 933 

health outcomes, and together with perinatal factors influences infant health 234.  The 934 

composition of the microbiome acquired in early infancy is critical for shaping infant and adult 935 

immune function and metabolic status.235  The mechanisms by which intestinal dysbiosis in 936 

early life contribute to postnatal inflammation and progression of disease remain unclear. 937 

Metabolic plasticity has been proposed to underlie the observation that microbes not only 938 

critically contribute to initiation of inflammation and progression to childhood non-939 

communicable diseases, including obesity, type I and type II diabetes, fatty liver disease, and 940 

even autism.236 Personalized medicine is likely to substantially challenge the assumption that 941 

one diet fits all and demonstrate that recommendations on macronutrients and micronutrients 942 

do not affect every individual in the same way.237  Given that diet is an environmental exposure 943 

that interacts with the genome, the epigenome and a person’s individual metabolism, the field 944 

of personalized nutrition that takes into account the interactions between diet, genes and 945 
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health using the approaches of nutrigenomics and nutrigenetics may become feasible to 946 

identify the optimal diet for an individual.237   947 

Some studies suggest that pre/probiotics in pregnancy provide benefits;238 however, the 948 

quality of evidence is weak as diet is simultaneously modified. Randomized clinical trials of pro- 949 

or prebiotics in pregnant women with obesity to date have shown little benefit on infant 950 

outcomes.239 However, remodeling metabolic pathways during pregnancy or lactation due to 951 

changes in microbiome holds the promise for diminishing adverse developmental programming 952 

in the next generation. 953 

Priority recommendations related to nutrition in pregnancy and lactation requiring the 954 

immediate attention of funding agencies were identified as follows:  955 

Specific Major Gaps: 956 

 Funding agencies should take an active role in directing the generation of high quality 957 

evidence relevant to nutrition in pregnancy. This may be accomplished through funding 958 

opportunities that require standardization across studies, control of confounders, and 959 

collection of common measures across studies and within specific populations, while 960 

ensuring enrollment of diverse populations for optimal generalizability. Funding 961 

agencies have the ability to request investigators to include specific variables and direct 962 

how they will be measured to increase the ability to compare studies/pool data in the 963 

future. 964 

 Research projects that are designed to identify and validate nutritional biochemical 965 

markers to assess nutritional status are strongly recommended. 966 
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 Research is needed to understand the development of nutrigenomic-based approaches 967 

to identify ways to individualize nutrition recommendations. 968 

 Research on the influence of the gut microbiome on maternal and infant health is 969 

emerging as a highly important area in order to increase our understanding of how 970 

manipulation through diet, human milk oligosaccharides (HMO’s), and pre- or probiotics 971 

could influence perinatal outcomes. 972 

 High quality studies of adolescent pregnancy and multiple gestations are needed to 973 

develop and implement effective nutritional strategies.  974 

 A national policy group should be formed that includes representation from 975 

governmental, professional, academic and charity organizations to develop approaches 976 

that will promote the consumption of nutritious food among women before and during 977 

pregnancy and lactation. 978 

The following strategies are recommended: 979 

• Design evidence-based educational approaches that focus on nutrition across academic 980 

clinical programs for all providers in training, emphasizing a multi-disciplinary team approach to 981 

management. 982 

• Design evidence-based education interventions focused on nutrition aimed at the public, both 983 

consumers and pregnant women and their families. 984 

• Leverage advocacy groups to infuse evidence-based nutrition knowledge across public 985 

platforms. 986 
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• Leverage use of technology to disseminate appropriate nutrition education (Apps) and create 987 

connections between scientists, policy makers and the general population 988 

 Fill a major gap in our understanding of fetal growth: to move beyond the limitations of our 989 

current ultrasound techniques to develop a simple approach during pregnancy to measure, 990 

accurately and repetitively and as non-invasively as possible, fetal growth, including length, 991 

head circumference, “weight”, and body composition—as a minimum, lean vs. fat mass. 992 

Such methods would allow essential approaches to develop norms of fetal growth, to make 993 

such clinical measurements locally within unique populations and institutions, and to 994 

measure responses to different maternal diets and environmental conditions.  995 

 Institute measures of maternal glucose concentration throughout pregnancy and for longer 996 

periods (e.g. continuous glucose monitors) to establish glycemic patterns. A major gap in 997 

the capacity to improve glucose metabolism and concentrations in the pregnant mother 998 

and avoid or reduce adverse impact on fetal growth and development is the lack of more 999 

continuous daytime and nocturnal measurements which could help maintain maternal 1000 

glucose concentrations in the “normal” range and at “reasonably” constant levels for much 1001 

longer periods. Considerably more studies are now in progress, indicating that this approach 1002 

has the potential to improve current pregnancy management.240-244  1003 

 Implement better methods to assess lipid availability and use by the fetus which measure 1004 

maternal lipid concentrations and profiles throughout pregnancy and for longer periods, 1005 

including both fasting and postprandial triglycerides and RBC fatty acid profiles, the latter to 1006 

characterize dietary intake of fatty acid, omega-6, and omega-3 polyunsaturated essential 1007 

fatty acids. It also is important to determine how to maintain maternal lipid concentrations 1008 
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in the “normal” range and at relatively constant concentrations with appropriate and 1009 

successful maternal diets. Essential omega-3 fatty acids in the maternal diet should be 1010 

emphasized with sufficient omega-6 fatty acids for fetal growth ensuring optimal neuronal 1011 

development and brain growth. The longer-term consequences for later life metabolism 1012 

and risk of adiposity, as well as neurological development and cognitive capacity, remain 1013 

high priorities for future research.  1014 

 More clearly discern the normal amino acid and protein nutrition of the fetus given that the 1015 

optimal maternal dietary protein content is not known. The regulatory roles of individual 1016 

amino acids in the fetus need much clearer definition.  1017 

 Differentiate how to best feed the mother whose fetus and its placenta are showing signs of 1018 

growth restriction (under-nutrition), and how to feed the mother whose fetus and placenta 1019 

are showing signs of overgrowth of fat mass (over-nutrition) as early as possible in 1020 

pregnancy.245  1021 

Gestational Diabetes Mellitus/Obesity 1022 

The following strategies are suggested to improve the outcome of pregnancies in women with 1023 

GDM and/or obesity: 1024 

 Establish consensus across the field for diagnostic criteria and common priority 1025 

measures in randomized controlled trials (RCTs), such as measurement of neonatal 1026 

adiposity. 1027 

 Promote prospective planning with agreed upon clearly defined outcomes and 1028 

adequate power estimates for multi-center trials. 1029 
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 Establish consistent BMI reporting, including linking electronic medical record data for 1030 

utilization of measured rather than reported maternal prepregnancy weight.  1031 

 Encourage consistent GWG reporting to include both total and pattern of GWG.  1032 

 Include, as appropriate, studies of women within all major ethnic groups and analyze as 1033 

distinct groups (ethnicity, degrees of glucose intolerance, insulin resistance, 1034 

abnormalities in insulin secretion) to mitigate metabolic heterogeneity. 1035 

 Use standardized treatments.  The overall goal is balanced nutrition that is affordable 1036 

and culturally acceptable for women with GDM,111 as it should be for all pregnant 1037 

women, which normalizes maternal weight and blood glucose concentrations. There 1038 

should be increased representation of ethnically diverse women and women of lower 1039 

socioeconomic status.  1040 

 Ascertain how individuals with different metabolic capacities might respond differently 1041 

to dietary manipulation utilizing nutrigenomics specific to the mother, her microbiome, 1042 

and potentially her fetus (personalized nutrition).    1043 

Future directions for preconception bariatric-metabolic surgery research include:  1044 

 Pregnancy outcomes by racial/ethnic status.  1045 

 Impact of micronutrient supplementation on maternal-fetal outcomes.  1046 

 Impact of specific bariatric surgeries, timing of surgery, and GWG and subsequent 1047 

maternal-fetal outcomes.  1048 

 Mechanisms of increased risk for growth restricted infants.  1049 
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 Effects on childhood development, growth, and expression of chronic diseases of 1050 

adulthood.  1051 

Preeclampsia studies present special challenges, in addition to the usual challenges of 1052 

nutritional studies. These suggests that successful studies:   1053 

 Should be done before pregnancy and in the periconceptional period. Many of the 1054 

relevant nutritionally related developments of preeclampsia are present in very 1055 

early pregnancy and some may be present before pregnancy.  1056 

 Require an accurate medical diagnosis that avoids confusion amongst the 1057 

hypertensive disorders of pregnancy as well as self-reporting, as self-reporting of 1058 

preeclampsia is very inaccurate (50-59% positive predictive value - PPV).246 1059 

 Should recognize the heterogeneous character and risk factors for preeclampsia and 1060 

strive to consider “subsets.”  1061 

Conclusions    1062 

There is consistent agreement that a woman’s nutrition and weight should be assessed and 1063 

improved before, during pregnancy, and after her pregnancy to encourage and promote the 1064 

health of the woman and her offspring.26,160,247,248 Thus, we must not wait for definitive 1065 

scientific proof of mechanisms that underlie the potential beneficial effects of quality nutrition 1066 

in a child-bearing woman before recommending nutrient rich diets before and throughout 1067 

pregnancy and during lactation. It is the view of the authors that now is the time to assess our 1068 

current knowledge of nutritional needs of women during their reproductive years, to apply 1069 

what we know, generate public health policies that ensure nutritious food availability, and to 1070 
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strongly encourage funding agencies to prioritize nutritional research that will address the 1071 

numerous knowledge gaps to improve health benefits to all populations. 1072 
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Tables: 1730 

Table 1. Outcomes linked to maternal weight and/or nutrition intake before or during pregnancy21,22,25-27,30,147,160,194,196 1731 

 1732 

Maternal Child 

Fertility Fetal malformations and loss 

Oocyte and embryo quality Preterm delivery 

Antenatal, Intrapartum, and Postpartum 

Complications 

Small for gestational age 

Cesarean/operative delivery Stillbirth 

Lactation performance Infant mortality 

Depression Rapid infant growth 

Immediate and long-term obesity Asthma and allergies 

Development of non-communicable diseases 

over life course 

Childhood obesity, adolescent, and adult 

obesity 

 Early age of menarche 
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 Neurocognitive, mental, and behavioral 

health 

 Altered DNA methylation 

 

 

Development of non-communicable diseases 

over life course 

 1733 

 1734 

 1735 

 1736 

 1737 

 1738 

 1739 

 1740 

 1741 

 1742 

 1743 

Table 2: Recommended Reproductive Diet Patterns 1744 

 1745 

Name Includes Excludes Benefits  Risks 

Optimal diets 
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Mediterranean 

diet (MD) 

Plant-based foods – vegetables, 

fruits, whole grains, legumes, nuts, 

herbs, spices, olive oil, fish, poultry, 

red wine 

Up to 40% calories from fat 

Limits red meat a few 

times per month 

Lower CVD, mortality, 

cancers, cognitive 

disease 

 

Dietary 

Approaches to 

Stop 

Hypertension 

(DASH) 

Balanced complex carbohydrates 

(58%), lower fat (28%), moderate 

protein (18%) 

 

High in fiber, calcium, phosphorus, 

magnesium, potassium 

Low in cholesterol, 

fat, sodium 

Weight loss, lower BP, 

improved cholesterol, 

lower CVD, lower bone 

loss 

Needs vitamin D 

supplementation 

Flexitarian Diet Vegetarian most of the time, more 

vegetables, whole grains, plant-

based/non-meat proteins (“new 

meat”), dairy, “sugar and spice” 

Meat and dairy in 

moderation if at all 

Lower BP, cholesterol, 

weight loss, heart 

disease, stroke diabetes 

May need calcium, vitamin 

B12, iron supplementation 
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Focus on home prepared with <5 

ingredients 

Nordic Diet Fruits, vegetables, legumes, 

potatoes, whole grains, nuts, seeds, 

rye bread, fish, seafood, low-fat 

dairy, herbs, spices, canola oil 

Rare red meat and 

animal fats 

No sugar sweetened 

beverages, added 

sugars, processed 

meats, refined fast 

foods,  

Weight loss, lower BP 

and inflammatory 

markers 

 

Diets to avoid during pregnancy 

Atkins Diet 20-

40-100 

Low carbohydrate (20 g), high fat, 

beef, pork, poultry, fish, eggs, 

cheese, sources of fat 

Limit starchy 

vegetables, grains, 

legumes, simple 

sugars, milk 

 Needs vitamin C, B-vitamin 

including folate, calcium, 

magnesium 
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Paleo diet (PD) Lean meats, fish, eggs, nuts, seeds, 

fruits, vegetables, oils 

Processed foods, 

wheat, other grains, 

legumes, dairy, 

potatoes, refined 

sugar, salt, refined oils 

Weight loss, lower risk 

diabetes, heart disease, 

cancer 

Needs calcium, B-vitamins, 

whole grain nutrients 

Ketogenic diet 

(KD) 

Extreme carbohydrate restriction 

ketosis, skin-on poultry, fattier beef, 

pork, fish, green leafy vegetables, oils 

and solid fats 

Avoid starchy root 

vegetables, bread, 

pasta, other grains, 

fruit 

Weight loss Not recommended in 

pregnancy due to altered 

neonatal brain development 

 

Needs vitamin C, B-vitamin 

including folic acid, calcium, 

fiber 

 1746 

Table 3 1747 

Common ground for healthy dietary patterns 
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 Whole, unprocessed foods and beverages 

 Rich in fruits and vegetables 

 Whole grains and complex carbohydrates, including 

ancient grains 

 Healthy fats (mono and polyunsaturated), including nuts 

and seeds 

 Healthy fish  

 Plant-based protein  

 Drink more water  

 Lean meats and dairy products 

 1748 

Table 4 1749 

Nutrition conversation starters 

 Tell me about the foods you usually eat.  

 Are there foods that you tend to avoid? 
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 Do you prepare your own food?  

 How many times a week do you eat foods that you didn’t prepare yourself?  

 Do you think you eat a healthy diet? Why or why not?  

 When asked about gestational weight gain, respond with “How do you feel about your food intake?” Strategize about ways 

to improve nutrition for maternal/fetal health AND appropriate GWG.  

Food insecurity statements to ask  

 Within the past 12 months, we worried whether our food would run out before we got money to buy more. 

 Within the past 12 months the food we bought just didn’t last and we didn’t have the money to get more.  

 1750 

Table 5: Glossary 1751 

 1752 

Healthy Eating Index A measure of diet quality used to assess how well a set of foods aligns with key 

recommendations of the Dietary Guidelines for American 

(https://www.fns.usda.gov/resource/healthy-eating-index-hei) 
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Estimated average requirement A nutrient intake value that is estimated to meet the requirement of half the healthy 

individuals in a group (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK45182/) 

Ketosis A metabolic state in which fat provides most of the fuel for the body 

Micronutrients Vitamins and minerals required in trace amounts for the normal growth and 

development of living organisms 

Malnutrition Imbalanced nutrition 

Nutrient dense Food relatively rich in nutrients for the number of calories containedwhol 

Undernutrition Lack of proper nutrition, caused by not having enough food or not eating enough food 

containing substances necessary for growth and health 

Overnutrition A form of malnutrition arising from excessive intake of nutrients, leading to an 

accumulation of body fat that impairs health 

Prebiotics  Foods that act as food for human microflora 

Probiotics Foods or supplements that contain live microorganisms intended to maintain or 

improve the normal microflora in the body.  
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Processed food Food item that has had a series of mechanical or chemical operations performed on it 

to change or preserve it.   

Whole foods Food with little or no refining or processing and containing no artificial additives or 

preservatives; natural or organic food 

  1753 
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Figure Legend 

Figure 1:  Dietary Patterns and Maternal and Birth Outcomes: Systematic Review results 

Figure 2:  My Pregnancy Plate 

Figure 3:  FDA and EPA Advice on Fish Consumption recommendations, revised July 2019 
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